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Abstract
Investment banking is a new prospective service in banking. Sensitive information circulating within is a
main target of cyber-attacks. Many developers offer new security solutions based on Artificial Intelligence
technologies. Artificial intelligence technologies are gaining popularity in the banking and financial sectors,
which can significantly save industry costs. Still the existing artificial intelligence software solutions are
relatively primitive and costly. Additional factors that complicate the performance of security functions are
malicious data manipulation by attackers, as well as the interconnectedness of systems connected to AI
within the banking system. As a result, artificial intelligence technologies cannot work autonomously, and
human supervision is needed. In addition, many investment market industry participants underestimate
cyber security issues as influential factor and investors are deprived of essential guarantees. Those market
players who include and implement cybersecurity issues in their management strategies gain the sustainable
position and market share. Such cybersecurity management strategy should include such outputs as personal
data, M&A data, outsourcing of processes and services, risk assessment, etc.
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1.

Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) technologies are becoming increasingly popular in the banking and

financial sectors. According to Business Insider Intelligence analysts, about 80% of banking institutions
with assets of more than $100 billion and slightly less than half of banks with assets of less than $100 billion
are currently implementing AI projects. The results predicted are to be impressive: over the next three years,
the industry will significantly save $447 billion, while only in the front office (working with clients) and
the middle office (combating payment fraud) is expected to save $416 billion (Digalaki, 2019). In Russia,
the leadership in the use of AI technologies maintains Sberbank of Russia: on the basis of decisions made
by AI, 100% of credit cards, more than 90% of consumer loans and over 50% of mortgage loans are issued,
and by 2020 AI technologies will be responsible for making about 100% of credit decisions. Since July 18,
2019 Sberbank of Russia uses AI technologies in its mobile application. The core issues of AI application
in banking and financial sectors are: launching and promoting new financial services; remote customer
verification and fraud protection technologies; agent-client interaction at the stock exchange; digitalization
of financial services; sceptical attitude of bank shareholders towards FinTech technologies, despite the fact
that more than 50% of Russian banks are actively investing in FinTech start-ups, lack of solutions in the
B2B segment; cybersecurity and new regulatory opportunities; the use of artificial intelligence in FinTech
companies. The use of AI technologies in the field of retail banking services is becoming a standard
technological process; the next level is investment banking.
Guarantees of investor rights are the essential clauses of all international treaties in the field, and
they also form the central part of the state mechanism for investment protection. So far as the legal
mechanism of investment protection has been widely discussed both by academics and practitioners
(Alekseenko, 2019), informational and organizational aspects is a relatively new subject of research.
Increased vulnerability risks of sensitive information are inherent for investment banking that becomes
more popular among “classical” banking and financial institutions (Sharma, 2020). Being a part of banking
and financial sectors, investment banking comprises a critical information infrastructure (CII) that estimates
it in a scope of CII mechanism protection.

2.

Hypothesis
AI technologies are used for CII protection but at the same time they can be used as cyber-attack

tools (for example, malware). Therefore the use of AI technology by FinTech companies should be a part
of their management strategy which includes such outputs as personal data, M&A data, outsourcing of
processes and services, risk assessment, etc.

3.

Methodology
In this study the general (system-structural, formal-logical and hermeneutic methods) and special

legal methods of scientific knowledge (comparative legal and formal-legal methods) have been applied.
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4.

Literature review
The researched topic is poorly represented in the Russian scientific literature. A number of scientific

studies by scientists from Singapore and China consider the organizational, legal and technical features of
ensuring the information security of financial and banking systems in the aspect of a decentralized approach
(each subject is separate from the whole system) (Baluta et al., 2017; Ter, 2018), however, in a case of
outsourcing of processes, as it actually takes place, the vulnerability of the banking system becomes a
decisive factor determining the need for centralized development of outsourcing standards, including in the
case of using the so-called cloud technologies. Some Singapore researchers pay attention to this, but from
the technical side of the problem (Challa, 2018; Li et al., 2019), leaving out of sight its organizational and
legal aspects. An important point in ensuring cybersecurity is a risk management system that allows you to
allocate all available resources depending on a particular scenario of negative impact on the operating
systems of financial and banking institutions (Jin et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2018).
Some researches study the specific functions of investment banking (Battista, 2015; Bradford, 2012)
leaving behind the brackets such issues as ensuring investors’ rights. The other authors analyse the
protection of investors’ rights without any connections to the cyber security aspects (Lu & Wu, 2019).

5.

Results and discussions
The Russian banking sector is a leader in the implementation of innovative technologies in

comparison with European countries. The explanation for this is an active and initiative role the monetary
authority of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia) plays while regulating the activities of infrastructure
projects (digital identification, fast payment system) and cybersecurity issues. Many Russian banking
institutions attract ready-made FinTech solutions (as the outsourcing of services) that contribute the
investment activity.
The leadership in the implementation of AI technologies in the investment banking possess the
United States and China. Nowadays AI is actively used to ensure cyber security of the following areas: the
fight against money laundering and fraud; aggregation of security data; monitoring cyber threats and
preventing cyber-attacks. It should be noted that all products, including AI technologies, were developed
by private sector - numerous FinTech companies. As indicated earlier in our studies, ensuring cybersecurity
is impossible without close cooperation between private and public sector entities (Gorian, 2018). AI
technologies are used primarily to ensure the following issues: 1) money laundering and fraud; 2) security
data aggregation; 3) cyber threats monitoring and cyber-attacks prevention.
Money laundering and fraud. Most significant AI technology in this field is OpenMLEngine offered
by Feedzai. This program allows security professionals to create their own fraud detection models using
patterns that already exist in the software. The Feedzai platform usually integrates into the systems of a
bank or service provider and warns risk analysts only of cases of fraud that are really considered as highrisk (based on predefined factors), thereby speeding up fraud detection processes and reducing the number
of false positives.
OpenMLEngine is integrated into the operational systems of the 10 largest US banks. This risk
assessment system analyses new applications for account opening and approves only with the low risk fraud
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profile. The platform was deployed at the core of the bank’s existing corporate systems using its own data
centres. This allowed the program to become the central decision-making mechanism in the process of
registering customers on the Internet and verifying identity, verifying compliance and assessing the risk of
fraud in real time. In those cases when the software doesn’t have enough data to make a decision when
submitting an online application, it automatically generates additional customer-specific questions
envisaged by the bank adaptation group. The system ensures that high-risk applications are sent to security
experts for manual verification, and the risk factors are understandable to facilitate decision making in order
to reduce the time spent by security experts in each case. As a result, the number of approved applications
increased by 70%, and the time spent on manual verification decreased. Despite the increase in users of
banking services, the number of fraudulent activities has decreased (Bharadwaj, 2019).
Security data aggregation. DefenseStorm creates software for automating cybersecurity processes
using machine learning: PatternScout and ThreatMatch monitor internal systems in real time to search for
abnormal processes. Software tools help the bank to detect and to identify cyber security threats in its
network, which saves long-term security costs and avoids data leaks. Using machine-based pattern
recognition based on saved network data, the platform can support company-wide security and operations.
Such SaaS solutions can help banking information security personnel to access data related to security
events through a single control panel. Employees can log in the control panel and quickly respond to
security threats identified by the software. For example, in the case of LiveOak Bank, DefenseStorm helped
to solve the problem of data centers combined and located in different states of the USA to support
performing leasing and deposit operations for small and medium enterprises. As a result, the bank
information security staff was able to use the SaaS analytical solution to update existing LiveOakBank data
management and analytics systems. After integration, LiveOakBank was able to optimize the search for big
data, as a result, the detection of cyber incidents improved by 50-60%: if earlier employees spent 15-60
minutes on the detection and definition of the process as cyber threats, then after integration of the platform
this time was reduced to 1-5 minutes (Bharadwaj, 2019).
Cyber

threats

monitoring

and

cyber-attacks

prevention.

Darktrace

has

developed

EnterpriseImmuneSystem software that uses machine learning to detect and respond to cyber threats in
digital environments such as the cloud, virtual networks, IoT (Internet of things) and industrial control
systems. The popular product of EnterpriseImmuneSystem software is DarktraceThreatVisualizer - a
control panel is used by information security banking staff to monitor cyber threats in real time. To date,
users of the software product are more than 40 companies (Bharadwaj, 2019).
PatternEx offers AI-based software that can detect the user's malicious intent and predict and prevent
cyber-attacks. The VirtualAnalyst platform analyses data (for example, IP addresses, users or sessions) of
millions of users and detects suspicious actions (transactions from IP addresses used to carry out fraudulent
activities). The templates compiled by the platform are evaluated by information security analysts who
confirm the actual and false attacks. These decisions are used as the templates for the next data collection.
Researchers emphasize that at the moment the most widespread and successful in application are
those AI-technology tools which are aimed at detecting fraud and combating money laundering, and in the
next 3-5 years, software products will solve the problem real-time fraud threats detection (Bharadwaj,
2019).
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Although the above-discussed fields of AI technologies applications deal with the technical side of
investment banking there are some other aspects to be considered as the cyber security targets (Sharma,
2020): pending M&A transactions, top-level executives, mobile and tablets. The key solution is a proper
cyber security management strategy to be maintained and launched within every FinTech company. It must
comprise the appropriate technical solutions and procedures to minimize the risks in following fields: 1)
autonomous devices; 2) IoT security; 3) data security; 4) digital platforms. Many investment market
participants rely on outsourcing processes and services and national monetary authorities draft relevant
regulations to ensure the flawless performance of financial sector. The same refers to risk management
procedures to be carried by every bank or financial institution. As many investment banking participants
are getting involved in a fierce competition nowadays the one and only who succeeds is that who implement
the cyber security strategy to ensure the investors rights and to protect their interests.

6.

Conclusions
Despite the existing software solutions with AI to ensure the cyber security of banks, they are

considerably primitive and high-priced. Only large banks and financial institutions have sufficient budget
and personnel to use AI technologies, and the quality of the tasks completed by the programs is still far
from perfect. As it was mentioned above, ensuring of cybersecurity in the context of the implementation of
AI depends on a number of conditions, both technical and organizational, and legal ones in nature. Along
with the problems of protecting the rights and legitimate interests of investors, problems arise in
determining the type and extent of liability in the case of outsourcing of certain processes and services, as
well as issues of risk assessment and management.
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